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Abstract
The adiabatically-adjusting principal-axes hyperspherical (APH) coordinates reviewed in this letter are one of the
best coordinate sets developed for computational treatment of spectroscopy and dynamics of triatomic
molecules. Unfortunately, it is not so easy to understand and interpret them, compared to other simpler
coordinates, like valence coordinates or Jacobi coordinates. To address this issue, we developed a desktop

application called APHDemo. This tool visualizes the process of adjustment of the APH coordinates to the shape
of a triatomic molecule during molecular vibrations or chemical reaction, and helps to understand their physical
meaning without going into complicated math.

Graphical abstract

1. Introduction
Quantum molecular dynamics in triatomic systems takes special place in the fundamental chemical theory and
in the chemistry education as well, because it allows introducing and studying spectroscopy (three normal
vibration modes for low-amplitude motion in ABC) and chemical reactions (large-amplitude motion leading to
A + BC → AB + C), all using the smallest possible number of atoms [1], [2]. Also, many important gasphase molecules are triatomic, which makes this topic directly relevant to the real life problems in
environmental chemistry [3], atmospheric chemistry [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and astrochemistry [9], [10].
Any theoretical description of a molecule starts with the choice of suitable coordinates to represent the
arrangement of atoms in ABC, which gives the molecular shape or geometry. Three coordinates are needed in
order to describe a shape of nonlinear triatomic molecule, which is the number of internal degrees of freedom,
3N − 6, with N being the number of atoms. For example, familiar to every chemist are the valence coordinates
{r1, r2, γ,} which consist of two bond lengths in ABC and the angle between the two bonds. Another well-known
coordinates are the normal-mode coordinates {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3,} which represent the collective motion of all three
atoms leading to symmetric stretching, asymmetric stretching and bending of ABC. When the motion of atoms
in a molecule is treated with quantum mechanics the vibrational wave function depends on these
coordinates, ψ(r1, r2, γ), and the vibrational Hamiltonian operator Ĥ in the Schrodinger equation acts on these
coordinates, Ĥψ = Eψ. It is important to note, however, that neither the valence nor the normal-mode
coordinates are employed for accurate numerical studies of triatomics, because the simple valence coordinates
result in the extremely complicated Hamiltonian operator [11], while the normal-mode representation is an
approximation which breaks down at higher levels of vibrational excitation and/or for anharmonic potentials.
Although a search for the best coordinates still continues [12], several coordinates have been identified as
convenient and have been used extensively in molecular calculations. Namely, the Jacobi coordinates {R, r, Θ}
are probably the most popular, where r is the bond length of a diatomic fragment of the molecule, say BC,
while R is the distance from A to the center-of-mass of BC, and Θ is the angle between them (see Figure 1). The
Hamiltonian operator is rather simple in these coordinates and they work well in many cases, particularly for
description of molecular vibrations in ABC (see Figure 2) or non-reactive elastic and inelastic scattering of
A + BC [13]. However, there are situations when Jacobi coordinates are not the best choice. For example, if only
the A + BC arrangement diatomic basis is used, and the ABC motion is floppy and anharmonic with vibrational
character very different than that of BC, then the calculation of the ABC spectra may converge slowly or not at

all. Besides the bound states, Jacobi coordinates are also used for description of chemical reactions like
A + BC → AB + C [14] but in this case their intrinsic drawback shows up. It appears that a set of Jacoby
coordinates introduced for the entrance channel of reaction, A + BC (see Figure 3a), becomes inappropriate for
the exit channel of the reaction, AB + C. Indeed, at large AB + C separation the diatomic fragment AB is not
described by any internal coordinate, but corresponds to numerically unstable geometry described by a very
small value of angle Θ → 0 and large value of r → 2R (see Figure 3b). As a consequence, the convergence of
calculations could be very poor again.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the APHDemo application. Checkboxes in the upper-left corner allow displaying Jacobi (red)
or APH (blue) vectors, or both simultaneously. The values of hyperspherical variables {ρ, θ, χ} are conveniently
displayed. User can drag atoms with a mouse. Instantaneous arrangements of atoms are automatically labeled
as “ABC”, in the case of a molecule or transient species, or “A + BC”, etc., in the asymptotic case of chemical
reagents/products.

Fig. 2. Examples of atom arrangements due to low-amplitude vibrational motion in the triatomic ABC system and
their description using Jacobi (red) and APH (blue) vectors. Note that three physically different arrangements
correspond to congruent triangles. Lengths of APH vectors remain the same, which emphasizes symmetry.
Jacobi vectors do not have this advantage.

Fig. 3. Examples of atom arrangements due to high-amplitude vibrational motion leading to A + BC, AB + C and
AC + B reagents/products, and their description using Jacobi (red) and APH (blue) vectors. Note that in the
product channels AB + C and AC + B the Jacobi vectors defined for the reactant channel A + BC become
inappropriate. In contrast, the APH coordinates always adjust to the instantaneous arrangement of atoms.
This is inconvenient and it would often be beneficial to use some other coordinates that threat all the reaction
channels on equal footing. Such coordinates were developed by Pack and Parker and are known as adiabaticallyadjusting principal-axes hyperspherical (APH) coordinates [15], [16], [17]. They adjust smoothly from one
arrangement of atoms to another arrangement and describe well not only the reagent channel A + BC, but also
the product channel AB + C, and even the second product channel AC + B (in the cases when the second product
channel is chemically relevant, see Figure 3c). Furthermore, the Hamiltonian operator is simple in the APH
coordinates [16].
Advantages of the APH coordinates for triatomic systems are known [16] and several examples can be drawn
from the recent literature where molecular simulations successfully employ the APH coordinates. For example,
spectroscopy of O3, N3, H3, Ar3, Ne3, Ne2H, HeNeH molecules [4], [7], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], molecular
ions N3+, H3+, D3+, HCO+, DCO+, H3−, D2H−, H2D− [1], [9], [10], [23], and pseudo-triatomic Cl CH3 Br [24], have
been studied using the APH coordinates. The exchange reactions H + O2 ↔ OH + O, O + H2 ↔ OH + H,
O + O2 ↔ O2 + O, H + H2 ↔ H2 + H, F + H2 ↔ FH + H, D + H2 ↔ DH + H, H + D2 ↔ HD + D, and
Cl− + CH3Br → ClCH3 + Br− [2], [3], [7], [17], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28] have also been studied using the APH
coordinates. Still, one should admit that the APH coordinates are much less popular, compared to the simpler
but more limited Jacobi coordinates.
One reason for this is that the formalism of adiabatic adjustment is mathematically involved [16] which creates a
barrier to understanding, particularly by students at the beginning of their computational research projects. In
order to simplify introduction to the APH coordinates we created an interactive desktop application APHDemo
that allows seeing a triatomic system on the screen, dragging atoms by mouse from one arrangement to another
and watching how the APH coordinates adjust continuously, for example, from the reagent channel to the
product channel, through the reaction intermediate. The Jacobi coordinates can also be made visible for
comparison, which allows understanding better their drawbacks, and emphasizing advantages of the APH
coordinates.

The major area of application of this program is, probably, in the educational process. We created several
animations that illustrate typical examples of vibrational dynamics and can be used in the classroom
presentation of the APH coordinates. However, this tool may also be rather handy to those who plan employing
the APH coordinates in their research, particularly to graduate to students and postdocs.

2. APH coordinates
Pack and Parker [16] emphasized a link between the simple Jacoby coordinates and the APH coordinates, and
described transformation from Jacobi to APH. It is convenient to introduce vector notation {R, r} in addition to
{R, r, Θ}. Here R = |R|, r = |r|, while angle Θ can be easily determined from coordinates of vectors R and r. Next
step is to introduce the mass-scaled Jacobi coordinates {S, s, Θ}, or {S, s} in matrix notation, as follows:
(1)
S = 𝑑𝑑R, 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑑𝑑 −1 r.

Here
(2)

𝑑𝑑 = �

𝑚𝑚
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𝜇𝜇
𝑀𝑀

is a scaling factor, where m is the mass of atom that defines the arrangement (e.g., atom A for arrangement
A + BC), μ is a three-body reduced mass and M is a total mass:
(3)
𝜇𝜇 = �

𝑚𝑚𝐴𝐴 𝑚𝑚𝐵𝐵 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 1⁄2
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The mass-scaled Jacobi vectors {S, s} do not differ much from the original Jacobi vectors {R, r} because for
natural triatomic molecules the value of scaling factor is always close to one, d ≈ 1.
The next step is to define a set of new coordinates {Q, q} obtained by rotation of {S, s} as follows:
(4)
Q
S
� � = T� �,
q
s

where T is a kinematic rotation matrix that depends on kinematic rotation angle χ, so, T(χ). The value of χ is
chosen such that vector Q would point along one of the principal axes of inertia for ABC, namely, the one with
the smallest moment of inertia. Thus, in the reagent channel A + BC vector Q would approach vector S, but in
the product channels AB + C or AC + B vector Q would significantly deviate from the Jacobi vector S. Pack and
Parker [16] showed analytically that such value of χ maximizes the value of Q = |Q| and
changes adiabatically (smoothly) between the various atom arrangements.
The last step is to convert a set of three coordinates {Q, q, χ} into a set of three hyper-spherical variables {ρ, θ, χ}
called APH coordinates, and to establish analytic transformation between Jacobi coordinates {S, s, Θ} and the
APH coordinates {ρ, θ, χ}. Pack and Parker showed that:
(5)

𝜌𝜌 = (𝑆𝑆 2 + 𝑠𝑠 2 )1⁄2
[(𝑆𝑆 2 − 𝑠𝑠 2 )2 + (2𝑆𝑆 ⋅ 𝑠𝑠)2 ]1⁄2
tan𝜃𝜃 =
2𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆sin𝛩𝛩
2𝑆𝑆 ⋅ 𝑠𝑠
tan(2𝜒𝜒) = 2
𝑆𝑆 − 𝑠𝑠 2

The variable ρ, called hyperradius, represents the overall “size” of the ABC system, while two
hyperangles θ and χ define “shape” of the ABC. For low-amplitude vibrational motion in a triatomic molecule
the APH coordinates are similar to the normal-mode coordinates: ρ describes symmetric stretching,
while θ and χ are responsible for the bending motion and asymmetric stretching, respectively. However, for
large-amplitude vibrational motion ρ describes dissociation (e.g., to A + BC), θ describes vibration of the
diatomic product (e.g., BC), while χ describes permutations of atoms or pseudo-rotation (e.g., A–B–C to C–A–B
and to B–C–A, see Ref. [1]).

3. APHdemo application
APHDemo is a desktop Windows application developed to demonstrate the essence of APH coordinates. It
allows readers to see how the adjustment of APH coordinates occurs in response to the motion of atoms in ABC.
The window screenshot is shown in Figure 1. The original Jacobi vector pair {R, r} for the arrangement A + BC is
shown in red. The APH vector pair {Q, q} is shown in blue. Solid lines correspond to R and Q, while dashed lines
correspond to r and q. All vectors lie in the plane of the triatomic molecule. The values of APH variables {ρ, θ, χ}
are printed in the top-left corner. User can move atoms A, B or C with computer mouse and turn on and off the
coordinate sets to show (Jacoby or APH, or both) using checkboxes. In addition, a track bar is available to
animate a pseudo-rotational collective motion of all three atoms.
Dragging atoms allows going through all possible configurations of ABC. Figure 2 illustrates the lowamplitude molecular vibrations, when three interatomic distances are all comparable. Three frames of the figure
correspond to three possible cases of one atom (A, B or C) being slightly further from the other two atoms, for
an arbitrary shape of ABC. We see that here the Jacobi coordinates (red) are quite appropriate for description of
all three cases. However, the APH coordinates (blue) have one advantage. Notice that we intentionally chosen
the three shapes in Figure 2 being congruent. Jacobi coordinates do not “see” this equivalence and describe
three shapes by somewhat different values of R = |R| and r = |r|. In contrast, the APH coordinates “recognize”
the equivalence and describe all three arrangements by the same values of Q = |Q| and q = |q|. This has
important applications in spectroscopy, where symmetry is the factor determining the allowed state-to-state
transitions [1].
Figure 3 summarizes important concepts for the large-amplitude motion of atoms, when one atom is far from
the other two (in the entrance/exit channel of a reaction). We see that in the reagent channel A + BC the APH
vectors {Q, q} are similar to Jacobi vectors {R, r} and either coordinates describe the triatomic system well
(see Figure 3a). Namely, both q and r describe vibration of the diatomic reagent (the BC distance), while
both Q and R describe collision of the two reagents (the A-BC separation). However, in the product channels
neither of Jacoby vectors describes the diatomic product (see Figure 3b and 3c). Indeed, in the product channels
|r| becomes very large and describes separation of two products (AB–C or AC–B distances), while R → r/2, so
that asymptotically the vector R becomes obsolete. In contrast, the APH vectors {Q, q} remain meaningful even
in the product channels. From Figure 3 we see that vector q always remains small and always describes the
diatomic fragment, either reagent or product, depending on the channel. At the same time, vector Q always
remains large and plays a role of the universal reaction coordinate. This is a clear and significant advantage of
the APH coordinates.

One other capability of the APHDemo is to illustrate pseudo-rotational motion. During this process all three
atoms in ABC move on circles of the same radius, but with phase shifts of 120° with respect to each other (see
the Abstract graphic). Using the track-bar at the top of the APHDemo window (see Figure 1), user can initiate the
trajectory of such collective motion. During pseudorotation the APH vectors {Q, q} simply rotate around the
center of mass of ABC, which corresponds to the change of hyperangle χ only, with no changes of ρ and θ. One
can see that it takes two full turns of the atoms in order for the APH vectors {Q, q} to return into their original
position. This corresponds to the range of hyperangle −180° < χ < +180°, which includes both roots of χ, as it was
emphasized by Parker and Pack [16]. This last property has important implications in dynamics around the
conical intersections and in theoretical treatment of the geometric phase effect [18], [29].

4. How this application can be used for research and in classroom
The users of APHDemo are encouraged to try various arrangements of atoms in ABC. When the atoms are being
moved, the set of blue vectors {Q, q} will stretch/compress but also rotate, while the set of red vectors {R, r} will
primarily stretch/compress with little to no rotation. For some arrangements the APH vectors {Q, q} will become
quite similar to Jacobi vectors {R, r}, but they will be very different for other arrangements, as discussed above.
We created several representative animations that can be downloaded from Supporting Information. Those
include trajectories for the local and normal mode vibration of ABC, for non-reactive scattering of A + BC, for
reactive process A + BC → AB + C, and for pseudo-rotation in A–B–C. In addition, with APHDemo it becomes
easier to understand what shapes correspond to the limiting values of the APH hyperangles. For example, the
equilateral configuration of ABC corresponds to θ = 0°, while linear ABC is described by θ = 90°. Isosceles shapes
correspond to χ = 0°, ±60°, ±120°. All these arrangements can be easily explored using our interactive tool, and
the corresponding values of ρ, θ and χ can be read from the top-left corner of the screen (see Figure 1).
In addition to just visualization, the APHDemo can help in explaining, and potentially discovering new reaction
mechanisms and pathways, such as roaming. It could be rather useful for mode assignment of vibrational
states in both Jacobi and APH coordinates, as the user could simply drag back-and-forth any atom and observe
corresponding changes of the coordinates.
The application was written in C# using Math.NET Numerics library [30] to perform vector operations. APHDemo
requires Microsoft.NET Framework 4.5 [31], usually available in standard installation. The executable file is also
available for download via Supporting Information. It is sufficient to download this file (e.g., to a Desktop of a
PC) and run it with double-click of the mouse.

5. Conclusion
The APHDemo application has been developed to visualize the process of adiabatic-adjustment of the APH
coordinates to the shape of a triatomic system during molecular vibrations or chemical reaction. It helps to
understand physical meaning of the APH coordinates without going into complicated math, and emphasizes
their advantages over Jacobi coordinates. Simply by dragging atoms with a mouse the user can go through all
possible arrangements of three particles, tracking orientations of the vectors and reading values of the adjusting
coordinates. This demonstrational application will be very helpful for those who decided to use APH coordinates
in their research, particularly for graduate students and postdocs. We plan implementing this interactive tool at
Marquette University in the computational chemistry graduate course, a part of curriculum for the Physical
Chemistry and/or Chemical Physics programs.
As for future prospects, this application can serve as a foundation for a software to visualize trajectories or wave
functions in APH coordinates. Such software may help plotting time-independent vibrational wave functions, or
visualizing motion of a wave packet from time-dependent calculations, or even showing trajectories from
classical calculations. Addition of these features will make our application even more useful for computational

research on triatomic molecules, including spectroscopy and dynamics. In principle, this application should work
on Linux under the free and open source Wine software [32]. Such Linux version of APHDemo will also be
developed in the future.
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